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Obama Is Getting His Dictatorial Ducks in a Row  

One thing that has made the United State a great nation is the stability of our government. Some nations are so 

unstable that their governments can barely go a year without collapsing. If it wasn’t for the Civil War, our 

record would be nearly spotless.  

The fact that this year will mark our 238th year of independence from Britain doesn’t ensure we will celebrate 

our 239th milestone. Freedom doesn’t come with age; it has to be maintained with vigilance. It deeply concerns 

me that this generation will mark the point where liberty stumbles and America becomes just another banana 

republic.  

I don’t place all the blame on President Barack Obama for the erosion of our freedoms. George W. Bush should 

be noted for setting into motion a number of programs that put our liberties at risk. I think the biggest mistake of 

his term was the creation of the Department of Homeland Security.  

As much as I disapprove of George W. Bush, I would gladly turn back time and add two more terms to his 

presidency. Bush may have made many mistakes, but at least he meant well. Obama appears only to be out for 

himself. I think the American people have made a huge error in giving power to a man who is so lacking moral 

character. He has been one of the most deceitful president’s in our nation’s history. Not only has he been 

repeatedly proven to be a liar, he has allowed a culture of dishonesty to permeate Washington D.C.  

At some point we have to ask ourselves, “What danger does Obama pose to our liberties?” Even the tiniest 

indication of despotism on his part needs to be challenged. Once you lose your rights, it often requires the 

shedding of blood to get them back. Here are five signs that have me most worried about Obama’s commitment 

to Democracy:  

1. The first problem I have with Obama is how much he has the liberal media in his back pocket. It’s no wonder 

that our nation is a mess when you have the press unwilling to directly criticize the president for his disastrous 

policies. The NSA scandal, the IRS scandal, Obamacare, Benghazi, and Syria have all been huge failures that 

should have deeply marred Obama’s presidency. If the liberal media is willing to give him a pass on these major 

missteps, I have to wonder if they would say anything negative if Obama decided do something crazy like make 

himself president for life.  

2. Obama’s obsession with surveillance should worry people who care about their freedom. All police states 

need a good spy network to maintain order. Obama keeps telling us that the target of the NSA is terrorists. The 

Snowden revelations should trigger a major reassessment of the government’s role in our lives. Any system that 

requires enslavement to maintain security is a cost that is too high.  

3. Another fixation with Obama is getting revenge on people or organizations that dare cross him. When S&P 

downgraded the ranking of America’s debt, the Justice Department indicted the firm, leaving two other rating 

agencies untouched. Just last week, Dinesh D’Souza, the maker of an anti-Obama movie, was charged for giving 

too much money to a candidate who sought to replace former New York Senator Hillary Clinton. Anyone who 

leaks information to the media has to do so knowing that the White House will go to any length to find them out.  
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4. I’m also troubled by Barack Obama’s use of executive orders to set policy. He has already told Senate 

Democrats he plans to use his executive authority to act in 2014 when Congress stands in his way. The reason 

why the Founding Fathers made it so only Congress can write laws, is to avoid autocratic rule. When you allow 

the president to be a dictator in some areas, you set into motion a process that will quickly give him power over 

all areas of government.  

5. The move that makes me the most suspicious about Obama’s intentions is his mass firing of military 

leadership. The president has the highest record for firing generals than any in living memory. Things have 

gotten so bad that a number of retired generals are publicly speaking out about the “purge” of the U.S. military 

that they believe is taking place. Since the military leaders are sworn to defend the Constitution against all 

enemies foreign and domestic it’s necessary to weaken the resolve of the military ranks.  

Our nation is ripe for political turmoil. Despite all the claims of an economic recovery, a record percentage of 

the population is dependent on the government for some form of welfare. We have so thoroughly set our course 

with decades of harmful fiscal policies, the collapse of the dollar or banking system is only a matter of time.  

One of the reasons I am so concerned about the government’s encroachment on our civil liberties is the 

likelihood of what will happen in the coming financial calamity. If President Obama is able to clip-away at our 

rights in good times, I hate to think what will happen when things turn desperate.  

--Todd  

 
On the Brink of Crisis  
 

The following is an excerpt from my upcoming book, Cauldron: Supernatural Implications of the Current 

Middle East. I use it in this Nearing Midnight column space this week because of the very recent remarks by a 

major one-world builder. His remarks are given below this excerpt from my book.  

***  

America moves ever farther away from the solid moorings provided by the founding fathers through the 

stabilizing pillars of the Constitution. More significantly, the nation’s leadership and its citizenry have moved 

away from the God of Heaven. Such rebellion is the poisonous prescription for cultural and societal disaster.  

“Change” was the promise of the winning political party’s campaign in the 2008 presidential race. This is one 

promise President Barack Obama has kept 100 percent. The change his administration has brought has been 

staggering in its direction and scope. The intervening years since that election have taken America and her 

people on a downhill run toward socialism more destabilizing than that which has brought Europe to the very 

cusp of collapse. And, the architects of the blueprint for the promised change haven’t let up on the throttle as the 

nation hurdles toward the economic abyss.  

At the heart of the drive to bankrupt America—which, in effect, has already been accomplished—is the 

president’s “affordable health care law.” That massive grab of the taxpayers’ financial security known by all as 

“Obamacare” has usurped one-sixth of U.S. private industry by starting the collapse of the insurance companies 

in order to bring about single-payer, government-run insurance that is socialism at its worst.  

Despite the so-called roll-out of the program that proved to be an unmitigated disaster, beginning with a nearly 

$700-million website that went nowhere in helping people sign up for the insurance that was so confusing and 

inaccessible that it also went nowhere, mainstream media and those wanting the “change” doubled down on 

efforts to indenture every citizen to government healthcare welfare. It was welfare paid for by the working 

taxpayers, who proved in poll after poll that they preferred by large majority their health insurance and the 

healthcare industry as it was before the president’s political party, with a majority in both houses prior to the 

2010 elections, steamrolled Obamacare through Congress.  
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The “change” that has taken place since the Obama administration began its attempt to bring America into a 

socialistic model has strapped working citizens, their children, grandchildren, and beyond with trillions of 

dollars of debt that can never be repaid. Many believe this has been done deliberately in order to bring the 

United States into configuration like and compliance with the New World Order the world’s elite financiers and 

governmental leaders want to construct.  

The American political process at the presidential and congressional levels stands starkly in the way, however. 

Every two, four, and six years, there is the possibility of turnovers in political aims and ideologies. Competing 

ideas and desires are, by the nature of our Constitution, allowed to disrupt any government voters perceive as 

going in the wrong direction. That includes the ability to disrupt the New World Order plans to reshape the 

nation into a world government designed by the global elitists. Thus, we see in this present hour a lawlessness 

beyond any that could have ever been tolerated by the founding fathers as possibly ripe for disruption by the 

voters. The founding fathers did imagine such governmental tyranny; therefore the safeguards of the 

Constitution against such tyranny are assured in the founding documents of the nation.  

Now we see the reason those safeguards were put there. We also understand why there is the incessant tearing 

away at that Constitution—the consistent and constant bypassing and ignoring of that all-important document at 

every turn by this president and the sycophantic media (which, incidentally, is owned and/or controlled for the 

most part by elitist, globalist types). These who want an ever-growing big government to control buying and 

selling through redistribution of wealth and harsh regulation must somehow do away with constitutional 

safeguards that protect the rights of the people. The ability of the masses to vote these central-planning, big-

government controllers out of office must be eliminated.  

There can be sensed a growing dissatisfaction with the anti-constitutional direction into which the nation was 

swept in the 2008 and 2012 presidential elections. Fear is that the forces, national and international, having 

made enormous inroads in bringing America the “change” they intended, now sense those gains losing ground. 

The worry is that these forces, having demonstrated a complete disregard for lawfulness and constitutionality, 

won’t hesitate to do whatever is necessary to prevent losing those gains.  

Therefore, it is more than possible, in the thinking of many, that as the midterm and presidential elections 

approach, if it looks like their socialist ideology will lose at the ballot box, the administration and its political 

party will do whatever it takes to control the outcome. Illegal voters and voter intimidation have become an 

increasing part of election fraud. It is suspected that methods much more dangerous to our representative 

democracy are being planned as the anti-constitutionalists see the possibility of the changes they’ve begun to 

slip away.  

Specifically, there is suspicion, whether based in truth or paranoia, that those “change” agents, so intent on 

altering America to fit their socioeconomic reconstruction, will create a crisis of magnitude serious enough to 

issue an executive order suspending elections. Martial law!  

One such crisis, it is thought, might involve creating an economic situation dire enough to suspend welfare 

payments. This could, some believe, cause civil unrest even worse than what occurred in Greece and other 

places in Europe when state-provided funding was cut off some months ago. A financial fiasco of even greater 

dimension and scope might be forthcoming, it is supposed, because of other manipulations by those who are in 

control of government.  

Rumors abound, as anyone who has access to Internet will attest, that Federal Emergency Management Agency 

(FEMA) is reported to be preparing for civil disasters and/or unrest of some sort.  

Be watchful for a crisis of some sort to develop that the media will assist in magnifying, if the political fortunes 

of those in political power begin losing ground in the polls. All of the internal goings-on in America constitute a 

pressure cooker almost as incendiary as the cauldron that the Middle East troubles represent.  

***  
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I find my thoughts, written some time ago for the new book, more than validated with recent remarks by one of 

the top globalist-elitists. The following is an introduction to him.  

Writing for the Atlantic Council, a prominent think tank based in Washington DC, Harlan K. Ullman warns that 

an “extraordinary crisis” is needed to preserve the “new world order,” which is under threat of being derailed by 

non-state actors like Edward Snowden. The Atlantic Council is considered to be a highly influential organization 

with close ties to major policy makers across the world. It’s headed up by General Brent Snowcroft, former 

United States National Security Advisor under U.S. Presidents Gerald Ford and George H. W. Bush. Snowcroft 

has also advised President Barack Obama. (Paul Joseph Watson, ""Think Tank: 'Extraordinary Crisis' Needed to 

Preserve 'New World Order,' Infowars.com, 1/17/14. My thanks to Christopher Mangan for the article.)  

Ullman was the author of the term you would remember had you watched coverage of the assault that finally 

took down Saddam Hussein. “Shock and awe” was the term used to frame that truly spectacular, mesmerizing 

assault launched during George W. Bush’s presidency.  

The article exposing the growing concerns regarding power slipping away from the world’s power elite, thus the 

need for a “crisis,” continues.  

In an article entitled "War on Terror Is Not the Only Threat," Ullman asserts that “tectonic changes are 

reshaping the international geostrategic system,” arguing that it’s not military superpowers like China, but “non-

state actors” like Edward Snowden, Bradley Manning, and anonymous hackers who pose the biggest threat to 

the “365 year-old Westphalian system” because they are encouraging individuals to become self-empowered, 

eviscerating state control.  

“Very few have taken note and fewer have acted on this realization,” notes Ullman, lamenting that “information 

revolution and instantaneous global communications” are thwarting the “new world order” announced by U.S. 

President George H. W. Bush more than two decades ago.  

“Without an extraordinary crisis, little is likely to be done to reverse or limit the damage imposed by failed or 

failing governance,” writes Ullman, implying that only another 9/11-style cataclysm will enable the state to 

reassert its dominance while “containing, reducing and eliminating the dangers posed by newly empowered non-

state actors.”  

Ullman concludes … 

To read this article in its entirety, go to: 
http://raptureready.com/rap16.html 
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